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Conception Sheet 

  LFMOU069 
     Mouse with Scanner

 

 

 

It's a stylish, beautiful, high-resolution mouse; Second, it is a 
flexible and convenient scanner. Text, pictures, etc. can be 
scanned down, where the mouse is swiped to where, and the 
picture is displayed on the computer display simultaneously. 
Third, it can edit the scanned document directly without any 
extra steps. Text and charts can be directly modified and edited 
in Word and Excel. Can realize group sharing. The contents of 
the scanned documents can be sent directly to friends and 
colleagues, or shared in social networks. 

1, the operation is simple and convenient: tap the scanning 
button on the left side of the mouse, move the mouse to the 
document to be scanned to complete the scanning input. 

2, rich software features: After scanning can be edited in the 
software, such as tone, saturation, brightness, contrast, zoom 
in and out adjustment and cutting, rotation and other 
operations, easy to use. 

3, high resolution scanning: 400dpi scanning resolution to 
obtain scanning quality. 

4, a variety of storage formats: can save JPEG, PDF, BMP, PNG, 
TIFF, XLS, DOC and other formats. 

5, support a variety of operating systems: support Windows 
XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10/11, e MAC

7, easy to carry: small and simple appearance, easy to carry. 

Product function 

1. OCR editing 

With OCR support, scanned content can be instantly converted 
into editable office documents and can be edited without 
typing, saving time and improving efficiency. 

2. Real-time sharing 

The scanned content can be sent to email, social networking 
sites and smartphones. 

3. Free size scan 

Can scan different sizes and select different areas for scanning, 
scanning size up to A3. 

4. Easy to use 

The drag function makes scanning easier, more convenient and 
faster. 

Step 5 Deal with 

Scanning is not affected by light, contrast adjustment and 
brightness adjustment, zoom in/out, automatic rotation and 
other operations, scanning content resolution is higher. 

6. Rich in practical functions 

It can realize the functions of picture & text sticking, editing, 
printing, saving, sharing, setting and so on. 

•Optical Mouse with Scanner

Design / Type

•USB

PC Conection

•1200 DPI Optical

Mouse Specs

•400 DPI
•OCR
•Up to A3 Scanning Size
•Doc, PFD, TXT,xls and BM Files

Scanner Specs

•Brown Box with Bar Code Label

Packaging

•Rating Labels with all required info.
•Intruction Manual in Portuguese and English

Product Info

•CE Certificate
•Rohs
•Reach Compliance

Certifications

•All major OS

Compatibilities
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